
Taylor & Tapper Attorneys


Content Audit 



Purpose	

The purpose of this project is to provide a careful 
reading of each of the pages on the existing site, giving 
analysis and critique along the way. Some of the call-
outs are not necessarily bad things, more just notes to 
myself. In other cases, critiques will highlight 
opportunities for site improvement. It can seem overkill 
to write about every single page but the formality of the 
exercise helps designers notice things they might 
otherwise miss. 





0.0.0 Landing Page



- “Experience You Can Trust.” Would like to test that w/ users. Seems 
a touch flat. 
- Speaking of flat, the outside shadow of the photo makes it look like 
a cardboard cutout. 
- Interesting font. Look into “Law” fonts. Serif vs Sans-serif. 
- Two locations, addresses top right. 
- Fore-fronted social media. What are those channels used for? 
- Top Nav (non-floating) with wood background : Home, Practice 
Areas, Attorneys, FAQ, Contact 
- “Welcome!” Seems out of place? Decent copy, needs to match user 
research. 
- Contact Box. How much is this used? “Specialties.” – Other? 
- Boxes don’t align visually in any way. 
- Non-responsive formatting. 
- Small font bottom nav: All top nav plus specialties, addresses, 
emails, disclaimer. 
- “Free Consultation” is hidden in the fine print. 
- Color scheme needs work, need better photos. 
- Tiny Contact Us link at bottom. 
- The flag is funny. Clinton seems to be squinting into the sun? 



1.0.0 Practice Areas



- Period after title? 
- Same top Nav (How to users respond to photos of lawyers?) 
- Same Contact box (fixed throughout site). 
- Only Nav with dropdown. 
- Just lists areas with links to pages. 
- Pretty much a throw-away page as all of these links are 
listed in the dropdown and this branch doesn’t collect them or 
describe them at all. 

	



1.1.0	Fire	



- “Fire – Practice Area.” We already know we’re in a practice 
area. Although it would be helpful if top nav was highlighted 
in some way. 
- Again, decent copy. Would like to see it confirmed in 
interviews. 
- Fairly short and non-specific (Experienced how?) 

	



1.2.0 Home



- Home vs. Home (as in Homepage in top nav)
- Again, Practice Area seems misplaced
- Not visually compelling
- “Contents” Possessions? Capitalized “Families” “Whether your 
home HAD.” “Item’s” Again, free consultation hidden. Copy.
- Needs to instill sense of agency? 
- Renters, separate H1. Should it have it’s own page?
- “Property’s” 
- Insurance Companies: Such a good villain. 



1.3.0	Business



-	Image	of	a	chef?	Prominent	business	category	represented?		
-	 Decent	 copy.	 “Destroy	 your	 ability	 to	 carry	 on.”	 Capitalized	 Clients,	
capitalized	 Company?	 Some	 of	 this	 language	 seems	 more	 lawyerly	 or	
textbook-ish	than	markeHng	to	potenHal	clients.		



1.4.0	Automobile	



-	Says	it’s	the	most	common.	Should	it	then	be	at	the	top	of	the	dropdown?	
Dropdown	not	organized	alphabeHcally	so...		
-	“Give	us	a	call”	isn’t	accompanied	by	a	call	to	acHon	buMon.		



1.5.0 Disability



- “Provides that.” Legal tone. The difference between using 
lawyerly language as though writing a legal document, and 
seeming competent, trustworthy, professional to a lay-client. 
- Wheelchair banner? 
- These pages feel very empty. 

	



1.6.0 Health



-	“Frequently”	needs	a	comma.		
-	“Of	you	need	medical	care.”		



1.7.0 Life



- The copy on this page and on Health seem a touch more 
adversarial, as though the insurance company is the bad guy 
and we’re going to take them on together. My instinct is that 
that adversarial tone is advantageous with new clients but it 
would need to be borne out by user research. 
- All the other objects have borders but these text boxes do 
not. 



1.8.0	Other	



- The catch-all category for edge cases
- Umbrella capitalized 
- All dealing with insurance 
- Such a vacant page. The formatting of the long contact form 
creates lots of wasted visual real estate. 
- Formatting of bottom nav is strange. 



2.0.0 Attorneys



2.0.0	AMorneys	



- Photos could be better 
- “Insured’s 
- “Throughout the State of Oregon.” This is the first that your 
geographical area of practice has been mentioned. And 
there’s a Seattle address, which hasn’t been explained. 
- Green Oregon shaped favicon for entire site
- Who’s Nick? Listed in contacts but not in Attorneys. 
- The personal details don’t seem personal enough – an empty 
gesture toward sounding approachable.
- Clinton’s office background looks too sparse. 



3.0.0	FAQ	



- Really curious to know if these actually are frequently asked 
questions. 
- Many of these seem like definitions, not sure that users 
would come to the site already in possession of terms like 
“Actual Cash Value and Replacement Cost” or “Examination 
Under Oath.” 
- Single page, Links bounce down
- Off the top of my head, I assume users would be curious as 
to how T/T get paid
- These topics should become clear with surveys, interviews. 
- ACV is a good example of this. This seems too arcane for 
users to even know to ask about. These questions need to 
address actual questions or direct them toward things you 
want them to think about. These almost seem more like blog 
posts? 
- Free phone consultation in every section. Seems repetitive, 
could just fore-front that message earlier? 
- I would assume actual FAQs would be, how much do you 
cost, have you worked on cases like mine, what’s the dispute 
process like, what documents do I need to have ready when I 
call you, what’s a retainer, how long does it take to recover on 
a claim, etc. 
- No go to top of this very long page 



4.0.0 Contact Us



- “We’re Here for You.” Would love to see that tested. Like 
“Experience You Can Trust,” seems a bit canned. 
- Social media buttons should automatically open in a new tab 
while leaving T/T site open.
- Google Plus: I don’t really use this. Have you seen any 
traction through this channel? 
- Having a contact form next to a contact form is super 
redundant.  Even the sample text in the Description box is 
exactly the same. Would like to know more about email vs. 
contact form volumes. 

	


